INTRODUCTION
With respect to equal vehicles and targets, the autonomous planning for multi-target-pursuit (MTP) is defined as: given vehicles and targets that are moving, to plan trajectories and tasks that will allow each of the vehicles to catch one of the targets at a specified performance criterion while avoiding obstacles in the uncertain environment. The automatic planning for MTP mainly involves the following issues: a) task assignment, b) trajectory optimization, c) dynamic constrains and uncertain environment, d) real time implementation, and e) multi-vehicle, multi-target and multi-obstacle. Traditionally, the environment is always assumed to be static and known so that the autonomous planning can be proceeded globally and off line. In recent years, more and more autonomous vehicles are demanded to handle targets in dynamic and uncertain circumstances. Thus, how to make optimal decision for both target assignment and trajectory generation while meeting the above-mentioned issues is becoming one of the critical problems in the cooperative decision and control area.
Acceleration Space Linear Programming (ASLP) method [1] can handle the autonomous planning of target pursuit and obstacles avoidance (TPOA) problem in dynamic and uncertain environment successfully. The complexity in obstacle contour does not increase the computational cost of the ASLP. However, the computation complexity of ASLP for solving LP problem is n 2 , which means that with the increasing of the obstacle and target, the number of LP problem needs to be solved will be increasing exponential. Soit is unsuitable for real time implementation of MTP problem.
Mixed integer linear programming (MILP) that is a customized combinatorial optimization method is proposed for solving the cooperative decision and control problem. J. P. How [2] used MILP captures the coupling of the assignment and trajectory design by combining both into a single MILP ptimization. The combined method is guaranteed to find the globally-optimal solution, but the computation can be intensive. Using current optimization techniques, this method is not wellsuited for real-time operation. Some approximate decomposition solution methods are also used to overcome the computational issues that arise when using MILP for larger problems. Due to the special characteristics of the problem and the requirement for a tractable solution, all of these proposed algorithms are suboptimal in some sense. For example, the MILP algorithm of [2] uses Euclidean distances while that of [3] uses piecewise UAV trajectories between targets; and hence neither of them fully taken into accounts the need for real-time and flyable trajectories.
Stochastic and non-gradient search methods [4] might be considered in order to avoid the computational complexity of the combinatorial optimization methods described above and thus speed up the convergence to a good feasible solution. The application of GAs to these problems has been widely studied. Much work in applying GAs to the TSP [5] is concerned with the encoding of the chromosomes and the use of special crossover operators to preserve the feasibility of the solution representation [6] . However, the solution obtained by GAs is optimal only with respect to the searched area but not to the complete space that can be perceived by sensors. Also, it cannot guarantee the convergence.
In this paper, the MILP of the minimax assignment problem modeled according to the global-cost-function is formed for the task assignment of MIP problem. This model can not be solved by current optimization techniques efficiently. So a solution called Operations on Matrix is presented for the minimax assignment problem. After the vehicle-target pair assignment, the multi-vehicle multi-target is reduced to a number of one-vehicle-one-target problems, and the single linear programming obstacle-avoided and the "Expansible Target Size" target pursuit method modeled by linear programming (LP) is proposed to solve the path planning problem. Simulations are conducted to show the efficiency of the method under non-homologous targets and vehicles.
The following sections present the minimax assignment problem model based on MILP, target pursuit and obstacleavoided (TPOA) model based on LP, LP constraints for TPOA problem, Operations on Matrix for solving the MILP task assignment model. The efficiency of algorithms is then demonstrated by example.
II. MINIMAX ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
A. Assignment Requirement In MTP problem, the task assignment states as followings: a) Given N targets and N vehicles, let each vehicle can only pursue one target and each target is pursued exactly by one vehicle at any time step; b) Be sure that the whole mission completion time is minimal; c) Assign the tasks within each time-step.
B. Assignment model based on MILP
The assignment problem is described as: There are n vehicles and n targets. Each vehicle pursues and only pursues a target. The payment in each vehicle for a target is assumed to be known. The problem is which target pursues which target such that the total pursuit mission can be completed as fast as possible? 
The MILP (2) is equivalent to the problem (1) clearly, where there is only one real variable 
C.
Global-Cost-Function (GFC)
For MTP problem, Let N v , N T , and N o be the number of vehicles, targets and obstacles respectively, the target assignment criterion ij c , which is also the payment in assignment problem, is written as:
where dij , 
X is the position of obstacle-k, and by vehicle-i to pursue target-j, and the 'extended distance' consists of the linear distance, the angle distance, as well as the possible obstacle avoidance between V-i and T-j. Eq.4 shows that if the maximum vehicle velocity is smaller than the target velocity, the resulted cost value will be infinity, which means that there is no way for this vehicle to catch the target. Within one time-step, besides the task assignment, the path planning problem should also be considered. Linear programming is a powerful tool to solve constrained optimization problems. For the path planning of TPOA in dynamic environment, the planner has to generate optimal trajectory step by step, and the optimization can be done by LP method [7] . Path planning problem can be described as following: 
A. Single linear programming obstacle-avoided model
Let t be the current time, t Δ be the time increment, N n is the total time step. (x(t+1), y(t+1))， (g x (t+1), g y (t+1)) and (z x (t+1), z y (t+1)) be the position of the vehicle, dynamic target and obstacle in 2-D space at time step t+1. 
To sum up, in SLP obstacle avoidance model, only one linear constraint is need for each obstacle to describe the obstacle avoidance in one time step.
B. "Expansible Target Size" Target Pursuit Let ( ( ), ( ))
xj yj g t g t be the position of the moving target j at time step t , N n is the total time step. The target is modeled as a regular polygon which approaches to a circle. The constraints between vehicle and target can be written as follows,
where ( ( ), ( )) 
C. State Equation
We assume that the pursuit trajectory of vehicle is twice differentiable curve with uniformly variable motion for t Δ , the length of time step, small enough. Vehicle' mass is 1. We can get from Taylor expansion in series:
where ( 
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The constraint of vehicle' turn rate can be written as:
From (10) and (11), we can obtain max max max ( ) Objective Function In LP model of obstacle-avoided and target pursuit, for each time step the primary aim of optimization is to make vehicle shorten the distance between it and the pursuing target, this means that target pursuit is achieved through minimizing the expansible target size. So the process of the target pursuit can be realized by minimizing the following objective function
(12) is minimized at each time step t , thus target pursuit problem can be solved one by one time step, and real-time target pursuit can be realized.
IV. SOLUTIONS FOR MINIMAX ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
In the task assignment model (2) . In order to get an optimal solution of the MILP (2), generally we need to solve the RLP for 2 n times. Therefore the flops to solve the MILP (2) are generally ) ( 9 n O using the isometric surface method [9] . What is more, the 2 1 n + hyper planes to determine optimal solution of the RLP constitute ill-condition linear equations. Generally we cannot get the solution whatever using the isometric plane method, see [10] , or MATLAB simplex method. Thus it can be seen that some ILP or MILP of decision problem are difficult to solve.
In order to solve the minimix assignment problem, a method called "operations on matrix" is presented. This method find the solution directly from the cost matrix ) ( ij n c C = and the objective function, here the subscript n of cost matrix n C represents the order of matrix. We arrange the [Proof] Each person completes and only completes a task because of the constraint conditions of (2) All the propositions have been proved in [11] . And in [11] more propositions have been proposed and proved.
V. SIMULATIONS
The simulations demonstrated here include three vehicle, three moving target and multiple moving obstacles in 2-D environment. The current position and velocity of the vehicle relative to the target and the obstacles are assumed to be known by sensors or some estimation techniques. Any nextstep information of the target or the obstacles is totally unknown to the vehicle.
To show the efficiency of this algorithm, we illustrate a MTP scenario with two moving obstacles and one static obstacle (see Fig.3 ). The parameters in the simulation are set as follows: In order to test the performance of the proposed target pursuit models in the presence of different-motion vehicles, the following modifications are made during the pursuit process. due to that 3 V is the slowest vehicle after its maximal velocity reducing 50% and is only able to catch target 2. V2 is the fastest vehicle, so it pursues the fastest target T1. When t=30and t=31, target T3 and T2 are caught by vehicle V2 and V3 respectively. Finally, the target T1 is caught at t=40 by V2, the mission is completed successfully.
The line is the planned trajectory of the vehicle and the alternative black and other colorful segment distinguishes every step. From this figure we can see that the vehicle avoids the obstacles and catches the moving target successfully.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a minimax assignment model based on MILP method to solve the task assignment problem in MTP. Due to its characteristic of this model, a method called "operation on matrix" is proposed to solve this problem in order to guarantee the real time assignment of MTP. The single linear programming obstacle-avoided and the "Expansible Target Size" target pursuit method modeled by LP is proposed to solve the path planning problem.
Using simulation the performance of the algorithm was demonstrated that with good assignment the one-vehicle-onetarget enabled pursuit can catch the targets and complete the whole mission in the shortest time, whatever the vehicle conk out or not. For each time step, the CPU time is far smaller than 100ms, and it can satisfy the real time computation.
